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- **500** Deliveries per day
- **Rain or shine** All-weather performance
- **30** Minutes or less
- **24/7** Day and Night
- **75** Kilometers
- **1.5** Kilograms

Zipline
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4 Comments

**Thikel**  February 7, 2018 at 11:09 am  -  Reply

Good one sir, innovation begins from where jealousy ends.

**Ibrahim Waheef**  February 7, 2018 at 9:40 pm  -  Reply

Vrah rangalhu mauloomaathu thakeh.
Dr Hasan Hameed ge mifadha liuvvunthakuge nafaa hageegathakah hadhaaney bayaku thibey nama ey hithah araeev.

**Musallim**  February 8, 2018 at 12:59 pm  -  Reply

Not only medicare, I could see the potential of sea search and rescue missions

**Dr hassan hameed ge mifadha liuvvunthakuge nafaa hageegathakah hadhaaney bayaku thibey nama ey hithah araeev.**
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